Dr. McDougall’s
Color Picture Book
“Food Poisoning”: How to
Cure It by Eating Beans, Corn,
Pasta, Potatoes, Rice, etc.
a presentation by

John McDougall, MD

W

hat if learning how to cure yourself from
“food poisoning” was as elementary as
a color picture book? Dr. John McDougall, a
renowned pioneering physician in the use of
nutrition as medicine, has answers for people
both young and old in this colorful presentation based on peer-reviewed research. Learn
how to help improve your health by avoiding
the food poisons of highly processed and animal-based products that can give you poor
health, from constipation and obesity to diabetes, heart disease, arthritis, cancer and
GERD, and by eating, instead, the whole and
lightly processed plant-based, starch-rich
foods that can aid your body to heal itself.

Tuesday, Oct. 13, 2015, 7 p.m.
Ala Wai Golf Course Clubhouse
404 Kapahulu Ave., Honolulu
(0.2 mi. behind the Waikiki-Kapahulu Library across from the Chevron station)
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J

ohn McDougall, MD, has
been studying, writing, and
speaking about the effects of
nutrition on disease since
1968. He believes that people
should look and feel great, and
enjoy optimal health for a lifetime. Dr. McDougall has developed a nourishing, low-fat,
starch-based diet that not only
promotes a broad range of
dramatic and lasting health
benefits, such as weight (fat)
loss, but most importantly can
also reverse serious illness,
such as heart disease, type-2
diabetes, and arthritis, without
drugs. He helps people stop
unnecessary medications and
avoid, whenever possible,
tests, surgeries, and other
treatments.
Dr. McDougall is a
board-certified internist, author
of 12 national best-selling
books and the international online “McDougall Newsletter,”
host of the nationally syndicated television show “McDougall
MD,” and medical director of
the 10-day, live-in McDougall
Program in Santa Rosa, California. Other McDougall activities include seminars and
health-oriented adventure vacations.

Vegetarian Society of Hawaii
Join us!

For more info call 944-VEGI (8344) or visit VSH.org

Refreshments courtesy of Down To Earth.

